SOLUTION SHEET: Apple Management

Apple Management
Designed for the Enterprise
Most organizations are experiencing a growing
number of Macs as well as workers using Apple
iOS devices in a variety of departments and
locations. If you or your team is expected to
manage Macs and Apple devices along with
everything else, the trend is toward managing all
endpoints as part of a unified endpoint
management strategy.
* Ivanti Workspaces is highly customizable and customers’ configurations will vary

Gain Visibility and Control of Macs and
Apple Devices

corporate service level agreements, and excessive energy
consumption that affect your budget and the bottom line.

IT organizations need a broader picture of what’s in their
environment, a deeper look at their risks, and visibility into
how devices are being used. Ivanti solutions give you the
needed insights about your Macs and iOS devices in a
context to take action.

Unify Endpoint Management Processes

Improve User and IT Productivity
Ivanti automates IT tasks on Macs to drive productivity for
IT, while providing a more modern experience for all users.
Save IT administrators from jumping between multiple
consoles and free up their time to work on more businessrelated initiatives.

Keep Macs Secure and Applications
Up-to-Date
Macs are not impervious and the applications that run on
them can also come under attack. Keep everything updated
while preventing virus attacks, security vulnerabilities, userinitiated configuration changes, and other issues that impact
your security stance.

Control Assets, Compliance, and Costs
Boost your level of control over business risks and costs
due to fines, true-ups, overbuying licenses, adherence to
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Make configuration changes or push packages to a user,
and let Ivanti push them automatically to whatever devices
they have—Macs, iPads, iPhones, or other PC and mobile
platforms.

A Comprehensive View of IT Activities
and Success
Where others struggle to deliver basic reporting, with Ivanti
you’ll see dashboards, data visualizations, reports, alerts
about your IT environment, and discovery of user-owned or
rogue devices. Experience role-based workspaces for IT
analysts, administrators, asset managers, and security
administrators that deliver a modernized view of user and
device-related information—integrated with the actions each
role requires.

Provide Self Service Apps and Content
Ivanti Workspaces for the End User offers workers
everything they need to interact with IT and access
corporate-approved apps, assets, content, and services in
one place—on their Macs and iOS devices.
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Control Macs Remotely and Securely from
Multiple Devices
With a universal HTML 5-based remote control, Ivanti
enables IT teams to work together to solve user issues by
controlling the Mac computer remotely from any device.
Security measures are built in to ensure that only certain IT
people can access a user’s device, and that users are fully
aware of anyone controlling their device.

Roll Out Automated Software and Patch
Projects Faster
Deploy to thousands of machines in mere minutes.
Organize, automate, and roll out the operating systems,
software distribution, and patching projects to users in
different groups throughout multiple deployment stages.
This capability is especially helpful for maintaining the
release cadence for Mac OS X patches and third-party
software updates.

Streamline Provisioning and Deployments
Use provisioning templates to automate your upgrade
processes, including communications with users, laying
down all supported and licensed applications, and
standardizing your Mac OS X images. Enrollment is even
easier with Apple’s Device Enrollment Program (DEP)
support across Mac and iOS devices.

Manage and Reclaim Software Licenses
Deliver software license usage and entitlement information
at a moment’s notice. Also see how individuals are using
their software to reclaim unused licenses and allocate where
needed. Maximize your organization’s software licenses and
enable users to make license requests for authorized
software. Plus, deploy software to Macs and iOS devices
faster with Apple’s Volume Purchase Program (VPP).

Increase Network Efficiencies
Unlike other solutions, Ivanti requires far less network
bandwidth in a distributed organization. Using advanced
peer downloading technologies, you only need to push
packages across the network once. A computer on each
subnet acts automatically as a local server for other devices
on each subnet.
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